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Key Recommendations (in foundational document):
=>Structural actions needed to ‘eradicate hunger’
• Urge provincial government to increase income
• Increase access to quality food
• Provide land for community gardens
• Solve food deserts 
• Educate/sensitize citizens on food consumption
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“Toronto was a very progressive city, culturally, politically, socially.. 
and then all of a sudden it got mixed with Scarborough, North York,..
they did not even admit that there was a hunger and poverty 
problem!”
(Extract from a Food Movement leader)
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Emerging themes:
• Coordinate bottom-up community organizations
• Advocacy to province/federal government
• Supporting Urban Agriculture 
• Fostering cross-departmental collaboration
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Action-Research Project promoting exchange of 
practices among cities) 
Basis of a vision for the Food strategy 
March-July 2015=> 6 thematic consultative ateliers 
on the basis of a ‘pre-conceived’ vision 
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Proximity of values/knowledge helping 
(in certain cases) to overcome professional/
behavioral differences and instigate cooperation  
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of the state (see resource-funding aspect/ land access aspect)
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partnership with other agents/city divisions
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by citizens (Toronto) as driver to mobilization, 
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sections of the food system) 
=>Resource pressures / tangible objectives 
as drivers of organizational/institutional connectivity
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trajectories
=>Role of leadership and commitment of key personalities
or leading organizations and their capacities to act at the 
interface between organizations of the local food 
movement and institutions 
(single personalities/organizations)
and continuity/reproduction of this leadership 
(See especially Toronto, less Brussels)
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Relatively easier
to foster 
cross-departmental
collaboration
Brussels
More 
compartmentalized 
(although greater 
awareness on the 
need to cooperate)
=>Institutional culture, administrative organization (history)
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=>Increasing self-awareness by Toronto of being leader
=>”international dimension” of learning/experimentation
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| Learning
Reflecting on the hybrid governance analysis on the two cities’ 
trajectories
INSTITUTIONAL
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=>”international dimension” of learning/experimentation
=>Increasing self-awareness by Toronto of being leader
=> Sharing practices, being of inspiration, 
or learning from others’ practices
(very visible in Toronto, see also Brussels’ Urbact)
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